Get your landscape in
shape!

Welcome!
Gulf Coast Landscaping Services, Inc.
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Making sure your home or office
always puts its best foot forward is
our #1 priority
at Gulf Coast
Landscaping
Services. From
start to finish,
GCL Services
can take care of
all your outdoor
environmental needs.
Whether you are building your dream
home and want its first landscape to
be the best, or if your old yard needs
a whole new look, concept to
completion
is just a
phone call
away.
GCL
Services
has worked
with clients
as small as the single homeowner to
Kellogg-Brown and Root (the fourth
largest defense contractor). We are
licensed, bonded, and insured, as
well as being both a state and
national government approved
contractor. We also maintain a good
standing
membership
with the
local chapter
of the Better
Business
Bureau.
Our highly
experienced and talented Supervisors
and Crew Leaders can always help
answer your questions on-site and
our outstanding customer service and
full-time designer will make sure no
matter when your question arises we
can help.
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Email: sales@gulfcoastlandscapingservices.com
3648 Limousin Drive
Pace, FL 32571-8960
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We can help
you get started
with complete
lot clearing
services and
pay absolute
attention to
every detail.
Every layout can be tailored to your exact
Dun-Rite Tree
specifications, and adjusted to suit every
Removal is a
customer and their individual needs.
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strategic partner

Manual Tree Extraction: We offer a more
economical solution to our customers by using
manual tree
extraction. Each
lot can quickly and
safely be cleared
completely by
manual extraction
at an hourly rate.
This is not only
more competitive,
but is almost as efficient as using heavy
machinery and can offer a more pleasing
finished product.
Heavy Equipment Extraction: Bulldozers
and backhoes can also be used if you prefer,
the hourly rate is not as cost efficient as manual
extraction, but can be completed in a timelier
manner.

Waste Debris
Removal
With various ways for waste debris removal,
we can work with any customer to help them
decide which alternative will better serve their
needs.
Waste Debris
Containers: Often
waste containers are
used to consolidate
and transport waste.
The benefit of using
waste containers is
careful loading, better concentration of
materials, and better time management on
pickup.
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Dump Trailer Hauling: In some case it
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is more economical or convenient to use dump
trailers or dump trucks. The advantage of this
method is quick loading, and removal from
premises. A drawback to this method is empty
space, and time required for transport.
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We also offer partial and complete
demolition. Heavy machinery can be used
to remove buildings, structures, and other
materials.
Partial Demolition: This service is great for
customers who may require only specific
structures or portions of structures to be
removed. This would include additions or
specified areas of buildings

Milligan Ford
Unlimited is a
GCL Services
strategic partner

Complete Demolition: Complete demolition
is total removal of all structures within outlined
premises.

Tree Removal
Other Services

One of our primary services is as a complete
tree removal company. You can be assured that
every job will have complete attention to detail
and will be completed above the customer’s
specifications.
Every job will be
completed in a
timely, and
professional
manner. With
roughly fifteen
years experience,
we use various techniques to safely complete
the job in a timely manner. We have at our
disposal; lifts, cranes and climbers. This allows
for the lowest chance of property damage and
injury while providing the customer with the
quickest and most efficient method of tree
removal.
Being Tapco insured,
we give the customer
peace of mind with a
$1,000,000 policy
and while we have
never filed a claim,
you can rest easy
being assured you are
completely covered
just in case.
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To draw readers into
the page, place an
interesting sentence
or quote from the
story here.

Landscaping

Grade
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The foundation of
your landscape is its
grade. From the
initial grade for the
house to the final
grade for the landscape, we can
make sure the grade of your
landscape works for you. Grade
should be both functional and
aesthetically pleasing. It is important
to make sure it both
helps keep excess
water away from
your house while
channeling where it
needs to go and
providing a nice
level yard with contoured beds.

All of our turf
grasses are quality
grasses provided
by Woerner Turf.
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As we move up in building your
dream yard we have to decide on
what type of turf. No
matter what type of
sod, from Augustine
to Zoysia we have
you covered. So if
you want the lush
green thickness of St. Augustine, the
foot friendly softness of Bermuda, the
low maintenance and hardiness of
Centipede, or the all around durability
and sharp looks of Zoysia we can
help you to decide what is best for
you and your lawn. All of our turf
grasses are of top quality and
purchased locally
from Woerner Turf so
you know your lawn
will get a great start.
Of course getting
your lawn started is
only the beginning. GCL Services is
always happy to provide you with all
of the information you need to
maintain that lawn, and if you ever
have a question, just give us a call
and we will stop by and help you
diagnose your problem and solve it.
With our help, you can have a
beautiful and enjoyable lawn for
years to come.
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Plants and Shrubs
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If turf is your
landscape’s carpet
then the plants and
shrubs are the paint
for the walls!
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All of are plants are nursery
quality and guaranteed to grow
locally. Our full time designer can
help you choose colors and textures
to make sure you
have the privacy
you desire, and
plenty of color year
around. We can
help you choose
plants that are low
maintenance or
more formal, lots of fragrance or no
fragrance. If you have a favorite
plant or look, we can put together a
plan that will take both into account.
Your landscape should be a reflection
of you and your taste and we can use
the entire pallet of plants to make
that reflection beautiful year-round
and for years to come.

FLORAL
TREE
GARDENS
is our main
source of locally
hardy nursery
quality plants.

Trees
Trees are the anchors of any
landscape project and whether it is a
maple tree for shade or a palm to
give your yard that tropical resort
feel, big or small
we can take care
of you. So if you
would like a small
tree with room to
grow or if you
need a large tree
for instant
gratification it is
not a problem.
We can even
special order
specimen trees to add that special
look to your yard. Be the first on
your block to have that special touch
on your landscape.
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Water Features

Now that you
have a great
landscape in
place let’s add in
those extras that
take it to the next
level! You may want to
consider a nice water
feature. Water features can
add a whole other dimension
to your landscape — sound!
Few things are more relaxing
at the end of the day than
the sound of running water as it
gently cascades off a waterfall or
meanders slowly through a calm
stream bed as it dips lazy in and out
of the small inlets that mother nature
herself would be proud of. Best of
all, with today’s technology water
features are easier to maintain than
ever and some can even be basically
maintenance free.

GCL Services
uses proven
techniques to
create any custom
waterfall or boulder
you can dream of!

Natural Ponds
Our ponds can be created completely
from all
natural
stone to
help
bring a
little
touch of
nature
right
into
your own back (or front) yard.
Natural Ponds are their own
ecosystem with living plants and live
fish that work together in the
circulated water environment to give
you your own soothing outdoor
aquarium or your children their very
own interactive learning environment.

Waterfalls
A nice quiet pond is an excellent way
to help relax at the end of the day,
but what if you want something on a
little larger scale? GCL Services can
create a waterfall that will truly be an
inspiration to you. Our waterfalls can
be standalone with or without a pond
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and can even be incorporated into
your pool or
spa. These
custom falls
can be made
large enough
to climb on
or small
enough to
fit into the
quaintest little nook in your back
yard to add just a little sound and
elegance.
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Once you have “gotten your feet
wet” in water gardening you may
decide you want even more
waterworks to play with. A stream
just may be the answer. Rolling
streams or slow moving
water, a stream can
really bring all the best
features of the great
outdoors right into your
own yard. Bridges of
wood or natural stone
can even add further
interest and enjoyment,
not only bringing nature
to you, but allow you to
become an integrated part of your
very own water wonderland.

Custom stone can
take almost any
everyday object
and make it extra
special

Fountains
If you don’t have the space or
desire for such a large water garden,
have no fear. GCL Services offers a
huge variety of prefabricated
fountains in a wide range of sizes.
For that extra special touch we can
even design a fountain from scratch
or take some of
your favorite
statuaries or
artwork and
create a
fountain that is
truly all your
own. We have
created custom fountains from almost
any object you can think of, so let
your imagination be your guide!
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Tired of your old
boring, gray
cement patio?
Need a new patio?
Try one from
natural stone or
pavers. Natural stone can be cut in
regular shapes to simulate pavers or
brick or left natural and pieced
together like a puzzle for that truly
organic look. Of course the best part
is you can have it created to your
specifications and to suit your specific
needs. Any shape, any size, make
your patio your own.

GCL Services is
proud to use
Conpave blocks
and pavers.

Retaining Walls
When it comes to adding that extra
dimension or
taming that
wild slope,
nothing
beats a well
constructed
retaining
wall. Whether creating a raised bed
or making street access easier, a well
constructed retaining wall can add
both interest, beauty, and
functionality to your landscape.

Stone Paths
For beauty and durability you just
cannot beat the look and versatility of
natural stone. GCL can incorporate
natural stone into paths, retaining
walls, patios
and even
fencing. From
boulders in the
landscape for
extra texture
and weight,
river rock for
dry creek beds,
to flat and stack stone patios and
paths you can really have it all.
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Finally! The coupe degras’ of your
landscape!
There is
absolutely no
better way to
top off a
wonderfully
landscaped yard
than with an
outstanding lighting package.
Romantic lighting, utility lighting, or
lighting for entertaining, an artistic
lighting package let’s you, your family
GCL Services
and friends enjoy your landscaping
proudly uses
even at night.
HADCO Lighting
materials, made in
the USA.
Using the myriad of fixtures, bulbs,
and accessories
built by Hadco
right here in
the USA we can
make your
home the
shining star of
your
neighborhood year around and with
adjustable light settings you can set
the tone. Low level lighting can
make for the perfect romantic
evening at home, or step it up a
notch for an evening barbeque with
the family. Having a holiday party
and want to make use of you
“outdoor rooms”, just step it up
another level and everyone can enjoy
the fun and beauty of your landscape
with complete safety and security.

Automated
controls make
saving energy
easy and
control a
breeze. You
can even
have special
lighting scenarios set up for holidays
or different times of the year. With
today’s hectic pace, lighting allows
you to step outside and enjoy the
serenity of nature even when the sun
does not cooperate.
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FENCES AND DECKS
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GCL Services can install
any number of different
types
of fences and
decks. Wooden
privacy fences,
brick, stone or
metal are all
available. Just
let us know
what you need and we can design
and build it for you.

Panhandle Metal
Fabrications is a
GCL Services
strategic partner
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Don’t let mosquitoes keep you
from enjoying your
yard! Keep your yard
safe with our all natural,
pet and family friendly
misting system.

IRRIGATION
Other Services

Be sure to take care of your new
landscape by having a quality
RAIN BIRD automatic
irrigation system installed.
GCL uses all
commercial parts for
extra longevity and
consistent worry free
operation. We also
design each system
especially for your landscape. Rotor
heads, spray heads, or drip irrigation
can all be added to make sure each
part of your landscape gets the water
that it needs while
minimizing waste. You
can even add a
fertilization system to
ensure that your plants
consistently receive the
amount of nutrients they
need to always look their best.
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The secret to success for any
landscaping project is planning. It is
a creed we live by. GCL Services is
proud to provide you with a
completely custom design and plan
for your landscaping project. Using
some of the most advanced
landscaping design software, we are
able to help you shape your
landscape until we have come up with
Thank you for
your dream design. We then step
viewing this PDF
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back, let you know exactly how much
it will cost and help you make any
changes. You do not have to make
any of these decisions on your own.
Then, once you are satisfied we will
sit down with you and develop a plan
to install your landscape. Whether
the plan is a 5 year, 5 month or 5
day plan, we will help you understand
the most efficient way to implement
the plan so that you, or us, can get
you enjoying your new landscape just
as soon possible.

NEED MORE?
JUST ASK!
While this has covered the basics of
our main services, we cover most any
of your outdoor needs. Consultations
to Clean-ups, Maintenance to Mulch,
if you have an outdoor problem we
should be able to help you, and if we
can’t we will be happy to help you
find someone who can. We will do
our part to take care of your
landscaping needs, so you can do
yours — ENJOY!
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